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From Cradle to Stage
Virginia Hanlon Grohl  
$36.99  TPB

When Virginia saw Nirvana 
play for the first time to 
crazed applause, she knew 
nothing would ever be the 
same. She was the mother of 
a rock star. 

From Cradle to Stage, 
featuring an exclusive 
introduction by Dave Grohl, 
is an intimate portrait of what 
makes a rock star by Virginia 
Grohl, the mother of the Foo 
Fighters’ frontman. 
 
Includes interviews with the 
mothers of Dr Dre, Adam 
Levine, Amy Winehouse and 
Pharrell. 

The Baltimore Boys
Joël Dicker  $36.99  TPB

Fresh from the staggering 
success of The Truth about the 
Harry Quebert Affair, Marcus 
Goldman is struggling to write his 
third novel. 

A chance encounter throws him 
some inspiration and memories 
of his childhood come flooding 
back. Memories of a family torn 
apart by tragedy and a once 
glorious legacy reduced to 
shame and ruin. 

The Baltimore Boys is both a 
sequel and a prequel to The Truth 
about the Harry Quebert Affair 
- it deals with prior events but is 
narrated after the action of Harry 
Quebert is concluded.

Five Forget Mother’s Day
Bruno Vincent  $19.99  HB

After giving up gluten, booze (not 
to mention becoming parents) 
Julian, George, Dick, Anne 
and Timmy now face their next 
challenge…if they could just 
remember what it is…

Things go from bad to worse when 
Fanny comes to stay, with relations 
strained almost to breaking point. 
Can the Five save the day, and will 
Uncle Quentin get involved?

The Stars are Fire
Anita Shreve  $34.99  TPB

1947. After a summer-long drought, fires are racing 
along the coast of Maine, ravaging two hundred 
thousand acres - the largest fire in the state’s history.

Five months pregnant, Grace Holland is left alone to 
protect her two toddlers when her husband Gene joins 
the volunteers fighting to bring the fire under control. 
Along with her best friend, Rosie, and Rosie’s two young 
children, Grace watches in horror as their houses go up 
in flames. When dawn comes, they have miraculously 
survived, but their lives are forever changed.

As Grace awaits news of her husband’s fate, she is 
thrust into a new world in which she must make a life on 
her own, beginning with absolutely nothing - she must 
find work, a home, a way to provide for her children. In 
the midst of devastating loss, Grace discovers glorious 
new freedoms - joys and triumphs she could never have 
expected her narrow life with Gene could contain. And 
then the unthinkable happens.

This is the stunning new novel from the author of The 
Pilot’s Wife, Rescue and The Lives of Stella Bain.

Leadership Material 
Diana Jones  $37.99  TPB

Wellington-based, Diana Jones 
does not shy away from the “soft 
side” of leadership. An executive 
coach for 30-years, Jones argues 
that empathy, compassion and 
authentic communication derived 
from personal experience are 
both powerful and essential to 
enhancing executive presence, 
influencing others and achieving 
results. In Leadership Material 
Jones uses compelling stories 
and examples taken directly 
from her coaching sessions with 
experienced leaders to show just 
how strong your “soft side” can be. 
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These Dividing Walls
Fran Cooper  $34.99  TPB 
 
One Parisian summer. A building of 
separate lives. All that divides them will 
soon collapse...

This is a timely novel set in contemporary 
Paris. It is an intelligent, beautiful and 
challenging read which will compel you 
from the beginning and stay with you 
long after the last page is turned. 

The Hourglass
Tracy Rees  $34.99  TPB 
 
The Hourglass is a moving novel about 
reinvention and reconciliation; about 
finding love even after it seems too late, 
about family and the healing power of a 
magical place by the sea. 

Perfect for fans of Lucinda Riley and 
Dinah Jefferies’ The Tea Planter’s Wife.

The Best Kind of People
Zoe Whittall  $34.99  TPB 
 
What if someone you trusted was 
accused of the unthinkable?

The Best Kind of People is a portrait of a 
family on the brink of collapse. It gives no 
easy answers, but once you stay up all 
night reading it, you’ll want to talk about it 
with everyone you know.

The Blood Miracles
Lisa McInerney  $37.99  TPB 

Like all twenty-year-olds, Ryan Cusack 
is trying to get his head around who he 
is. Then his boss makes a drastic new 
business turn and forces Ryan to find out 
what he’s made of…and it might be that 
chaos is in his blood. The second novel 
from the author of the Baileys Prize-winning 
The Glorious Heresies.

Six Tudor Queens:  
Anne Boleyn: A King’s Obsession
Alison Weir  $36.99  TPB 

Anne Boleyn: A King’s Obsession by 
bestselling historian Alison Weir, is the 
second captivating novel in the ‘Six Tudor 
Queens’ series. 

An unforgettable portrait of the ambitious 
woman whose fate we know all too well, 
but whose true motivations may surprise 
you. Essential reading for fans of Philippa 
Gregory and Elizabeth Chadwick.

Beyond the Wild River
Sarah Maine  $32.99  TPB 
 
From the author of The House Between 
Tides, comes an atmospheric historical 
novel. It is a spellbinding and beautiful 
novel from a gorgeous and evocative 
new voice in fiction, perfect for fans of 
Kate Morton, Santa Montefiore and Stef 
Penney.

The President’s Gardens
Muhsin Al-Ramli  $37.99  TPB 
 
On the third day of Ramadan, the village 
wakes to find the severed heads of nine 
of its sons stacked in banana crates by 
the bus stop. One of them belonged to 
one of the most wanted men in Iraq…

The President’s Gardens is a satirical 
tragedy of epic proportions. It spans 
the years of Saddam Hussein’s rule in 
Iraq between the early eighties and the 
invasion of 2003. 

Fiction

I’ll Eat When I’m Dead
Barbara Bourland  $34.99  TPB 
 
The Devil Wears Prada with a murderous 
twist, I’ll Eat When I’m Dead is a rampant 
satire on the fashion industry and a 
genre-busting women’s commercial 
debut. Biting, intelligent and incredibly 
entertaining – this has savvy coming out 
the wazoo and will have you chortling 
over your tea from chapter one. 

Stars Across the Ocean
Kimberley Freeman  $34.99  TPB 
 
A rich and satisfying story of two women 
with indomitable spirits and the high 
costs they have to pay for being strong-
minded, from the author of the bestselling 
Evergreen Falls. 

Kimberley Freeman’s new novel is an 
enthralling story about love, motherhood 
and choosing where (and with whom) you 
belong. 



Here Comes Trouble
Simon Wroe  $37.99  TPB 
 
From the Costa-shortlisted author 
of Chop Chop, Here Comes Trouble 
is a comic novel with bite. Set in a 
collapsing country—where larger-than-
life characters make promises they 
can’t keep—it’s the perfect read for our 
strange, tumultuous times.

Persephone
Julian Stockwin  $37.99  TPB 
 
‘In Stockwin’s hands the sea story will 
continue to entrance readers across the 
world’ – The Guardian.

Unputdownable naval action from 
the master of the sea story. Perfect 
for fans of Patrick O’Brian, Bernard 
Cornwell and anyone who’s dreamed of 
a swashbuckling adventure during the 
great Age of Sail.

The Boy on the Bridge
M.R. Carey  $34.99  TPB 
 
Once upon a time, in a land blighted 
by terror, there was a very clever boy. 
The people thought the boy could save 
them, so they opened their gates and 
sent him out into the world. To where the 
monsters lived.

M.R. Carey returns to the world of his 
phenomenal word-of-mouth bestseller, 
The Girl With All the Gifts. 

Deadmen Walking
Sherrilyn Kenyon  $34.99  TPB 
 
Join Captain Bane and his crew…

Book one in a delicious new series by 
Sherrilyn Kenyon: centuries ago, a bitter 
war for humanity was fought and the 
Sons of Darkness were put down. Yet 
nothing lasts forever. When one of their 
most capable generals is released from 
her infernal prison, she sets out to free 
her brethren and take revenge…

Closing Down
Sally Abbott  $36.99  TPB 
 
An extraordinary debut novel from an 
exciting new voice: conjuring a dark 
future for Australia, Closing Down gives 
us a glimpse into a world fractured by a 
financial crisis and the effects of global 
climate change. Sally Abbott is the 
inaugural winner of The Richell Prize for 
Emerging Writers. 

One Quiet Woman
Anna Jacobs  $34.99  TPB 
 
‘Anna Jacob’s books have an impressive 
grasp of human emotions,’ 
– Sunday Times 

They’d dreamed of a land fit for heroes, 
but hard times have hit Britain since the 
Great War ended. One Quiet Woman is 
the first book in a new series. 

Rotherwerd
Andrew Caldecott  $37.99  TPB 
 
‘Intricate and crisp, witty and solemn: 
a book with special and dangerous 
properties,’ – Hilary Mantel

Rotherweird is twisted, arcane murder-
mystery with shades of Deborah Harkness, 
Ben Aaronovitch, Mervyn Peake and 
Edward Gorey at their disturbing best.

The Girl Who Knew Too Much
Amanda Quick  $34.99  TPB 
 
Amanda Quick, transports readers to 
1930s California, where glamour and 
seduction spawn a multitude of sins…

Filled with witty dialogue, intriguing 
characters and seductive passion, this is a 
time period you won’t want to leave. 

Sci-Fi / ParanormalFiction



Since We Fell
Dennis Lehane $32.99 TPB 
 
On a Tuesday in May, in her thirty 
seventh year, Rachel shot her husband 
dead.
Since We Fell is a novel of profound 
psychological insight and tension. It is 
heart-breaking, suspenseful, romantic 
and sophisticated. This is Dennis 
Lehane at his very best.

The Choice 
Samantha King $37.99 TPB 
 
With a staggering twist you won’t see 
coming, The Choice is a hypnotic 
suspense debut from a remarkable new 
talent and explores every parent’s worst 
nightmare: What if you had to choose 
which of your children could live and 
which had to die?

The Secrets of My Life
Caitlyn Jenner $37.99 TPB 
 
The transition from Bruce Jenner, the 
‘world’s greatest athlete’, to Caitlyn Jenner 
has been one of the biggest news stories of 
2015 and 2016. 
However, there is still more to tell as Jenner 
furthers her transition and sees the world 
through her new identity. The Secrets of 
My Life chronicles every facet of Jenner’s 
transition to womanhood.

Red Teaming
Bryce G. Hoffman $37.99 TPB 

The ingenious and counterintuitive practice 
of red teaming has its origins in the military, 
and involves creating a group of devil’s 
advocates to think like the enemy, challenge 
existing assumptions within an organisation 
and find holes in its strategy. Red Teaming is 
the first major book to look at this business 
application. 

The Burial Hour
Jeffery Deaver $34.99 TPB

 
The only leads in a broad-daylight 
kidnapping are the account of an eight-
year-old girl, some nearly invisible trace 
evidence and the calling card: a miniature 
noose left lying on the street. 
The thirteenth Lincoln Rhyme thriller will 
see a gruesome crime go global...

The Liar 
Steve Cavanagh $34.99 TPB

 
A missing child. A criminal lawyer. A 
corrupt case. 
A must-read for fans of Lee Child, 
John Grisham and Michael Connelly. 
Combining gripping action and ingenious 
plotting, The Liar is the brilliant new legal 
thriller from the author of The Defence 
and The Plea.

Parting Shot
Linwood Barclay $29.99 TPB 

If you made a mistake that took someone’s 
life, you’d remember it . . . wouldn’t you?
A gripping thriller packed with scandal 
(and a vicious revenge plot) in a small 
town, from the master of the twist you 
never saw coming – hats off to international 
bestseller, Linwood Barclay. 

Admissions
Henry Marsh $37.99 TPB 

In this searing, provocative and deeply 
personal memoir, the bestselling author of Do 
No Harm finds new purpose in his own life 
as he approaches the end of his professional 
career and a fresh understanding of what 
matters to us all in the end.

Non-FictionCrime / Thriller

My Sister 
Michelle Adams $37.99 TPB 
 
Two sisters. Two separate lives. One 
family bound by a harrowing secret. 

My Sister is an addictive, twisty, shocking 
debut thriller - an intimate tale of family 
secrets that will grip readers who 
devoured Clare Mackintosh’s I See You 
and S.K. Tremayne’s The Ice Twins.

Skitter
Ezekiel Boone $34.99  TPB 

According to scientist Melanie Gruyer, the 
spider situation seems to be looking up…
that is until a giant, truck-sized, glowing 
egg sack is discovered. Every country 
must fight for itself. And the spiders are 
on the move. The first wave has been 
defeated but something worse is yet to 
come...

Scale 
Geoffrey West $37.99 TPB 

A startlingly original ‘theory of 
everything’ from one of the world’s most 
distinguished scientists and thinkers, 
forcing us to rethink our understanding 
of the connections between human 
civilization and the laws of nature. Scale 
is a seminal book of breath-taking 
originality and scope.

Previous title



Operation Relentless
Damien Lewis $35.99 TPB 
 
This is the incredible tale of Operation 
Relentless, the top-secret mission 
launched to entrap Viktor “Merchant 
of Death” Bout – the world’s foremost 
arms dealer; a criminal worth more than 
six billion dollars. It may read like an 
implausible thriller, but every word of 
Operation Relentless is true.

Jane Austen At Home 
Lucy Worsley $37.99 TPB 
 
On the eve of the bi-centenary of Jane 
Austen’s death, Historian Lucy Worsley 
visits Jane Austen’s childhood home, 
the houses of relations and the home 
she shared with her mother and sister 
towards the end of her life. It is an 
intimate and romantic look into the life of 
the novelist that has inspired so many. 

Boys Don’t Cry
Tim Grayburn $37.99 TPB 
 
A brutally honest, wickedly warming and 
heart-breaking tale about what it really 
takes to be a ‘real man’, written by one who 
decided that he wanted to change the world 
by no longer being silent. Boys Don’t Cry is 
a brave and life affirming book about love, 
clinical depression and men.

You Are A Badass At Making Money
Jen Sincero $37.99 TPB 

In this funny, fascinating and practical book 
Sincero shows how powerful our thoughts 
are and how our bank accounts are mirrors 
for our beliefs about money. This is the in-
depth, step-by-step guide to overcoming 
your blocks, pushing past your fears and 
starting to make some serious money.

Deep Thinking 
Garry Kasparov $37.99 TPB 
 
Garry Kasparov gives his first public 
account of his landmark 1997 chess 
match with the IBM supercomputer Deep 
Blue, and explains why, twenty years 
later, he’s become convinced that artificial 
intelligence is good for humans. This book 
marks the 20th anniversary of Kasparov’s 
original match against Deep Blue.

The Real Meal Revolution 2.0
Jonno Proudfoot $39.99 TPB

 
The Real Meal Revolution 2.0 is a cutting-
edge, four-phase approach that isn’t 
simply about losing weight - it’s about 
being healthy, happy and absolutely 
awesome!

The Louise Parker Method:  
Lean For Life
Louise Parker $34.99 TPB 

It is not a diet - it is an inspiring, easy-to-follow 
programme for life, consisting of two phases:
TRANSFORM - taking the direct route to your 
best body. 
LIFESTYLE - protecting your results for life
Louise’s clients have included Emma 
Thompson and Kate Middleton.

The New Rules of Work
Kathryn Minshew & Alexandra Cavoulacos  
$37.99 TPB 

The modern playbook to finding the perfect 
career path, landing the right job, and 
waking up excited for work every day, 
from founders of online network TheMuse.
com. The New Rules of Work shows how to 
choose a perfect career path, land the best 
job and wake up feeling excited to go to 
work every day.

Non-Fiction

Ice Cream For Breakfast 
Laura Jane Williams $34.99 TPB 
 
Full of spirit and un-self-conscious 
enthusiasm, Ice Cream for Breakfast is 
the permission slip all too-grown-up-for-
their-own-good-but-secretly-scared-of-
adulting adults need to locate their inner-
child nestled deep within, so that we 
might all relax enough to laugh harder, 
wonder more, and marvel at magic on 
the daily.

The Midlife Kitchen
Mimi Spencer & Sam Rice $39.99 HB 

Are you confused by ever-changing 
headlines that contrive to make the simple 
act of eating a peril rather than a pleasure? 
The Midlife Kitchen has the answers so you 
can future-proof your life through your forties, 
fifties and beyond with these delicious, fuss-
free recipes that restore, rejuvenate and 
revive.

Rebel Cities
Michael Rapport $37.99 TPB 

A brilliant historical narrative of London, 
Paris and New York in the Age of 
Revolution, just as they were transforming 
into the great global cities we know them 
to be today. Mike Rapport is a talented 
young academic with a strong, vivid 
writing style that brings this period of 
history to life as you read. 

Dummy 
Matt Coyne $37.99 TPB 
 
Matt Coyne has become a hero for 
thousands of parents everywhere who 
are devoted followers of his popular 
blog, Man vs Baby. This is the parenting 
book for real people. It is a hilarious and 
honest parenting guide for the inept, the 
immature and the clueless.



Everybunny Dance
Ellie Sandall $19.99 PB
 
Did you know that bunnies love to 
dance? Did you know they love to sing 
and play the flute? There’s a lot they 
get up to when nobody’s watching! 
Bursting with energy, this is a joyful story 
about friendship and looking beyond 
appearances from a rising picture book 
star.

The Man Whose Mother Was A Pirate
Margaret Mahy $19.99 PB 

Margaret Mahy is New Zealand’s most 
celebrated children’s author. In 2006 she 
received the Hans Christian Andersen award 
for her contribution to international children’s 
literature.  
The Man Whose Mother Was a Pirate is one 
of her classic stories and is back in picture 
book format for the first time in years. 

Nga Wira o te Pahi 
Te Pamu o Koro Meketanara
Donovan Bixley $21.99 PB 
 
The wheels on the bus go round and 
round . . . 
Old MacDonald had a farm ... E-I-E-I-O!
 
Children will love to join in and sing 
along to this favourite nursery rhyme, 
now in Te Reo!

Children’s / Young Adult

Splosh!
David Melling $19.99 PB 

This bright, bold rhyming story from 
the creator of Hugless Douglas is 
a wonderfully funny introduction to 
numbers and counting for the very young 
and great to read aloud. Count to ten with 
the adorable and delightful Splosh the 
Duck – ducks are totally the new bears. 

Claude: Going for Gold!
Alex T. Smith $14.99 PB

Claude, the bestselling beret-clad canine 
hero, is aiming for the gold medal. 
Claude is a delightful and humorous 
series which is perfect for developing 
readers. Read it aloud or let children read 
it themselves – everyone will enjoy time 
spent with Claude. 

Polly the Puffin: The New Friend
Jenny Colgan $14.99 PB

The third book featuring Polly and her 
puffin Neil, from bestselling adult novelist 
Jenny Colgan. With gorgeous two-colour 
illustrations throughout, Polly is the 
perfect bedtime story that was made for 
reading aloud.

MAF: Anna Fluffyfoot Goes for Gold
Daisy Meadows $16.99 PB

In the magical land of Friendship Forest, 
the animals are getting ready for a sports 
day! But wicked Grizelda wants to spoil 
everyone’s fun. Can best friends Lily and 
Jess help super-cute kitten Anna Fluffyfoot 
stop the witch’s horrible plans, before the 
special day is ruined?

D is for Duck
David Melling $19.99 PB
 
Come on an alphabet adventure with 
Duck in this brilliantly funny story from the 
bestselling creator of Hugless Douglas. 
D is for Duck is a wonderfully funny story 
filled with letters, magic and vibrant 
colour.

Anne of Green Gables 
Anne of Avonlea 
Anne of the Island
L.M. Montgomery $19.99 PB
 
Join the world’s favourite redhead 
(though she wouldn’t want to be known 
that way). With new jackets, this is Anne 
of Green Gables for a new generation. 
Anne is also set to become a new Netflix 
series in 2017.

The Man Whose Mother Was A Pirate
Margaret Mahy 

Margaret Mahy is New Zealand’s most 
celebrated children’s author. In 2006 she 
received the Hans Christian Andersen award 
for her contribution to international children’s 
literature. 
The Man Whose Mother Was a Pirate 
of her classic stories and is back in picture 
book format for the first time in years. 

The wheels on the bus go round and 
round . . . 
Old MacDonald had a farm ... E-I-E-I-O!

Children will love to join in and sing 
along to this favourite nursery rhyme, 
now in Te Reo!

Everybunny Dance
Ellie Sandall

Did you know that bunnies love to 
dance? Did you know they love to sing 
and play the flute? There’s a lot they 
get up to when nobody’s watching! 
Bursting with energy, this is a joyful story 
about friendship and looking beyond 
appearances from a rising picture book 
star.
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David Melling $19.99 PB 

This bright, bold rhyming story from 
the creator of Hugless Douglas is 
a wonderfully funny introduction to 
numbers and counting for the very young 
and great to read aloud. Count to ten with 
the adorable and delightful Splosh the 
Duck – ducks are totally the new bears. 



EAH: When the Clock Strikes Cupid 
Mattel $17.99 PB
 
The first chapter book in a brand new 
paperback series that’s perfect for the 
younger fans of Ever After High, these 
stories put a spelltacular spin on classic 
fairytales! 

Things have gone topsy-turvy at Ever 
After High. After Faybelle casts a spell 
on the midterm hexams, the students 
unhexpectedly find themselves inside the 
wrong storybooks.

Secret Princesses: Royal Holiday
Rosie Banks $16.99 PB 

Princesses, friendship, magic and 
fun! A gorgeous new series about 
princesses who make wishes come true! 
Join Charlotte and Mia in this brilliant 
adventure full of princess sparkle and 
summer holiday excitement!

A Magical Venice: The Girl of Glass
Holly Webb $17.99 PB 
 
An enchanting tale of magic, friendship 
and adventure for readers aged 9 
and up - from bestselling author, Holly 
Webb. The Magical Venice books are 
all share the same beautiful setting, but 
can be read as standalone stories. This 
is the fourth book in this series. 

Children’s / Young Adult

Turners 03: Fully Doomed
Mick Elliott $19.99 PB

Every Turner on the planet is in big trouble: 
a deranged scientist is threatening to 
expose their secret world and destroy 
them all. Can Leo Lennox save the world’s 
Turners from destruction?  
The riotous and fast-paced conclusion to 
the bestselling Turners trilogy

Flame in the Mist
Renée Ahdieh $24.99 TPB

A retelling of the Mulan myth from the 
author of The Wrath and the Dawn. 
Renee Ahdieh will make you fall in love, 
gasp with delight and make you bite your 
nails in suspense with her latest adventure. 
The historical young adult genre has a new 
queen and once you’ve read her you will 
need to read everything she’s ever written. 
Just take Maiko’s word for it, she’s a fan. 

Mapmaker Chronicles: 
Beyond the Edge of the Map
A.L. Tait $19.99 PB

Perfect for readers aged 8 to 12 and fans 
of Emily Rodda’s Deltora Quest series; 
the echoes of Robinson Crusoe make 
this feel like a classic with a new twist. 
Beyond the Edge of the Map is the latest 
thrilling adventure from A.L. Tait and the 
fourth book in the bestselling Mapmaker 
Chronicles series.

Crooked Kingdom
Leigh Bardugo $19.99 PB

The hotly-anticipated sequel to the 
Carnegie Medal 2017 nominated Six 
of Crows. As gripping, sweeping and 
memorable as the Grisha trilogy - this novel 
is perfect for fans of Laini Taylor and Kristin 
Cashore. Quick-witted, savvy and utterly 
charismatic, readers can’t help but fall in 
love with Kaz and his band of misfits. The 
mission that began in Six of Crows is far 
from over.

Arthur: The Seeing Stone
Kevin Crossley-Holland $19.99  PB
 
In 100 short chapters that brilliantly 
evoke life in a medieval manor, stories of 
the boy King Arthur begin to echo and 
anticipate the secrets and mysteries 
that emerge in his own life. King Arthur 
is returning to the big screens in Guy 
Ritchie’s new adaptation – in NZ cinemas 
on the 11th of May, 2017.

Theodore Boone: The Scandal
John Grisham $19.99 PB
 
I’m the lawyer, and you’re the client. My 
advice to you is to bury this and not tell a 
soul. Never. Got it?

John Grisham delivers high intensity legal 
drama for a new generation of readers in 
the sixth novel in his bestselling Theodore 
Boone series. The Scandal is now available 
in paperback. 



Children’s / Young Adult New Format

Summoner: The Battlemage
Taran Matharu $24.99 TPB 
 
One boy’s ability to summon demons will 
change the fate of an empire... 
 
The epic conclusion to the fantasy trilogy 
described as ‘Harry Potter meets Lord of 
the Rings meets Pokemon’.

Contagion
Teri Terry $19.99 PB

Don’t miss this startling first book in a breath-
taking new trilogy from Teri Terry, queen of 
the teen psychological thriller; An epidemic 
is sweeping the country. You are among the 
infected. There is no cure; and you cannot be 
permitted to infect others. You are now under 
quarantine. What do you do next?

Seven Trees of Stone
Leo Hunt $19.99 PB 

The third and final chapter in Leo Hunt’s epic 
supernatural series. It’s time for Luke to pay 
his debt to the devil...  
This is Derek Landy meets Buffy the Vampire 
Slayer: the final instalment in a dark and funny 
series - strong on supernatural thrills

Doing It
Hannah Witton $22.99 PB 

Hannah Witton is a vlogger and presenter, with 
216,000 YouTube subscribers, 48,000 followers on 
Twitter and 45,000 followers on Instagram and she 
is here to talk about sex. She does so candidly and 
openly. She explore topics like masturbation and 
puberty, slut shaming and consent as well as how to 
maintain healthy relationships in a digital age. Hannah 
has the answers to every question you wanted to ask 
but never knew who to ask (or how to ask it). 



MAY 2017 ORDER FORM
 
ISBN TITLE AUTHOR RRP FMT QTY
9781848665439 Operation Relentless Damien Lewis 36.99 TPB

9781784723774 The Louise Parker Method Louise Parker 34.99 PB

9781784723187 The Midlife Kitchen Mimi Spencer & Sam Rice 39.99 HB

9781408710197 The Real Meal Revolution 2.0 Jonno Proudfoot 39.99 TPB

9781473632240 Jane Austen at Home Lucy Worsley 37.99 TPB

9781473659971 Ice Cream for Breakfast Laura Jane Williams 34.99 TPB

9781472243744 Dummy Matt Coyne 37.99 TPB

9781409167082 The New Rules of Work
Kathryn Minshew & Alexandra 
Cavoulacos 37.99 TPB

9781473649545 You Are a Badass at Making Money Jen Sincero 37.99 TPB

9781408705230 Rebel Cities Michael Rapport 37.99 TPB

9781869713607 The Man Whose Mother Was A Pirate Margaret Mahy 19.99 PB

9781869713591 Nga Wira o te Pahi (The Wheels on the Bus) Donovan Bixley 21.99 PB

9781869713584
Te Pamu o Koro Meketanara (Old Macdonald's 
Farm)

Donovan Bixley 21.99 PB

9781444919875 Everybunny Dance Ellie Sandall 19.99 PB
9781444931105 D is for Duck! David Melling 19.99 PB

9781444908473 Splosh! David Melling 19.99 PB

9781510200906 Polly and the Puffin: The New Friend Jenny Colgan 14.99 PB

9780349009308 Anne of Green Gables L. M. Montgomery 19.99 PB

9780349009384 Anne of Avonlea L. M. Montgomery 19.99 PB

9780349009391 Anne of the Island L. M. Montgomery 19.99 PB

9781444919622 Claude Going for Gold! Alex T Smith 14.99 PB

9781408346075
Magic Animal Friends: Anna Fluffyfoot Goes 
for Gold Daisy Meadows 16.99 PB

9781408343784 Secret Princesses: Royal Holiday Rosie Banks 16.99 PB

9781408327685 A Magical Venice story: The Girl of Glass Holly Webb 17.99 PB

9781510201569 Ever After High: When The Clock Strikes Cupid Mattel 17.99 PB

9780752844299 Arthur: The Seeing Stone Kevin Crossley-Holland 19.99 PB

9780734416643 Fully Doomed Mick Elliott 19.99 PB

9780734417749 Beyond the Edge of the Map A. L Tait 19.99 PB

9781444767735 Theodore Boone: The Scandal John Grisham 19.99 PB

9781473657977 Flame in the Mist Renée Ahdieh 24.99 TPB

9781780622316 Six of Crows: Crooked Kingdom Leigh Bardugo 19.99 PB
9781408341728 Dark Matter: Contagion Teri Terry 19.99 PB

9781444938432 Summoner: The Battlemage Taran Matharu 24.99 TPB

9781408345009 Seven Trees of Stone Leo Hunt 19.99 PB

9781526360038 Doing It Hannah Witton 22.99 PB

 
ISBN TITLE AUTHOR RRP FMT QTY
9781408702994 The Stars are Fire Anita Shreve 34.99 TPB

9781786486868 Five Forget Mother's Day Bruno Vincent 19.99 HB

9781473639560 From Cradle to Stage Virginia Hanlon Grohl 36.99 TPB

9781857886894 Leadership Material Diana Jones 37.99 TPB

9780857056870 The Baltimore Boys Joël Dicker 36.99 TPB

9781472227638 Anne Boleyn: A King's Obsession Alison Weir 36.99 TPB

9781444798906 The Blood Miracles Lisa McInerney 37.99 TPB

9781473658073 The Best Kind of People Zoe Whittall 34.99 TPB

9781473639683 Beyond the Wild River Sarah Maine 32.99 TPB

9781473641549 These Dividing Walls Fran Cooper 34.99 TPB

9781784298562 I'll Eat When I'm Dead Barbara Bourland 34.99 TPB

9780857056788 The President's Gardens Muhsin Al-Ramli 37.99 TPB
9781784296223 The Hourglass Tracy Rees 34.99 TPB
9780733633546 Stars Across the Ocean Kimberley Freeman 34.99 TPB
9780733635946 Closing Down Sally Abbott 36.99 TPB

9781474604963 Here Comes Trouble Simon Wroe 37.99 TPB

9780349409450 The Girl Who Knew Too Much Amanda Quick 34.99 TPB

9781473630789 One Quiet Woman Anna Jacobs 34.99 TPB

9781473640917 Persephone Julian Stockwin 37.99 TPB

9781473618657 The Burial Hour Jeffery Deaver 34.99 TPB

9781408708347 Since We Fell Dennis Lehane 32.99 TPB

9781409163947 Parting Shot Linwood Barclay 29.99 TPB

9781473215207 Skitter Ezekiel Boone 34.99 TPB

9781409152378 The Liar Steve Cavanagh 34.99 TPB

9780349414669 The Choice Samantha King 37.99 TPB

9781472236586 My Sister Michelle Adams 37.99 TPB

9780356503547 The Boy on the Bridge M. R. Carey 34.99 TPB

9781786486554 Rotherweird Andrew Caldecott 37.99 TPB

9780349412177 Deadmen Walking Sherrilyn Kenyon 34.99 TPB

9781409173977 The Secrets of My Life Caitlyn Jenner 37.99 TPB

9781474605892 Admissions Henry Marsh 37.99 TPB

9781473636910 Boys Don't Cry Tim Grayburn 37.99 TPB

9780349410418 Red Teaming Bryce G. Hoffman 37.99 TPB

9780297609476 Scale Geoffrey West 37.99 TPB

9781473653498 Deep Thinking Garry Kasparov 37.99 TPB

`
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new format

9780752883342 The City of Mirrors Justin Cronin 24.99 PB

9781473642379 End of Watch Stephen King 24.99 PB

9780349410845 Apprentice in Death J.D. Robb 24.99 PB

9780575130739 The Fireman Joe Hill 24.99 PB

9780708898406 The Underground Railroad Colson Whitehead 24.99 PB

9781444786590 A Banquet of Consequences Elizabeth George 24.99 PB

9781472210753 The Missing Wife Sheila O'Flanagan 24.99 PB

9780857055446 His Whole Life Elizabeth Hay 24.99 PB

9780575090552 Revenger Alastair Reynolds 27.99 PB

9781409156871 Burning Angels Bear Grylls 24.99 PB

9780755390076 Every Dark Corner Karen Rose 24.99 PB

9780349007830 London Lies Beneath Stella Duffy 24.99 PB

9780356507774 The Shadow of What Was Lost James Islington 27.99 PB

9781473648630 Love Warrior Glennon Doyle Melton 24.99 PB

9781473610255 The Cyber Effect Mary Aiken 27.99 PB

9781473657618 Managing My Life: My  Autobiography Alex Ferguson 27.99 PB

9781472139368 Alone Brett Archibald 24.99 PB

New title orders must be with Alliance Distribution Services by 23 MARCH 2017.  
If orders are not received by this date we cannot guarantee full supply of your order. 

All prices are recommended retail only (NZ$), GST inclusive and subject to change without notice. Delivery dates 
are subject to change without notice. 




